INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
In the present article we study the behavior of d-dimensional Brownian motion under the in uence of a scaled random soft potential, d 1. The random soft potential is obtained by translating a xed shape function W to all the points of a Poissonian cloud. Let P stand for the law o f a P oissonian point process ! = P i x i 2 w i t h x e d i n tensity = 1 ( is the set of all simple pure locally nite point measures on R where we assume that the shape function W 0 is measurable, bounded, compactly supportedand C(R + R d ) starting from x (its canonical process is denoted by Z:). Then it is well known that the Feynman-Kac functional u(x t !) = These quantities have already been introduced by Sznitman 12] , formulas (4.5.30){ (4.5.32).
Our rst main result is the following theorem (\a(t) b(t)" means that a(t)=b(t) ! 1 as t ! 1 ): Theorem 0. ;t ;d=(d+2) log E exp ; ;t t ;2=(d+2) V (T l(t) ) J( ):
Remark: For the special scaling function '(t) = t 1=(d+2)
, the inequality (1.3) is stronger than the general inequality (1.2) at least in some cases see Theorem 0.3. The inequality (1.2) can beproven using Jensen's inequality. We do not proceed in this way, but treat instead (1.2) and (1.3) at the same time below.
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Choose 2 . Since is compactly supported and l(t) '(t)
we have for all su ciently large t that the function S '(t) 0 is supported in T l(t) . We 5 estimate for these large t > 0, using the notation for the convolution operator, and W ; r (x) .
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The assumptions log l(t) t='(t) (0) 
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE PARTITION SUM
In this section, we prove (0.14) and (0.15) of Theorem 0.2. The main tool to obtain upper bounds in (0.14) and (0.15) is a change of measure, which transforms Brownian motion into a (stationary) di usion process: Using this di usion process as \strategy" for the Brownian particle turns out to be optimal (at least in the leading order) for survival among scaled Poissonian obstacles. Proof of the upper bounds in (0.14) and (0.15). We treat both cases at the same time. Alternatively, the proof of (0.14) could be treated separately, simply using Jensen's inequality.
Let 2 , 0. We rst introduce a modi cation of which is positive e v erywhere with an exponential decay at in nity: Let 1 We denote the expectation operator with respect to Q x by E Q x , while the symbol E x is reserved for expectations with respect to P x . We claim that 
rg(x s) t (x) ( r t (x) ; r t (x)) dx = 0 :
The boundary terms of the partial integration vanish, since t and its derivatives decay exponentially at in nity, while g and its derivatives are bounded. Our claim (2.8) is a consequence of (2.12).
The measure P x is absolutely continuous with respect to Q x with the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP We remark that the stochastic integral in (2.13) remains unchanged when the underlying probability measure P x is replaced by the equivalent measure Q x . By translational invariance of the Poisson process we get
dx to be the probability measure which makes (Z s ) 0 s t a (stationary) di usion process with starting distribution 2 t and drift b. We use (2.13), Jensen's inequality, and the fact that ( .
When we optimize over 2 , we get the two upper boundsin (0.14) and (0.15). 2
Proof of the lower bounds in (0.14) and (0.15). We treat both cases at the same time.
We c hoose any scaling function l : R + ! R + with log l(t) t='(t) 2 and l(t) t='(t) a s t ! 1 o n e possible choice is l(t) = t.
Let T l(t) def = inffs : Z s = 2 T l(t) g denote the exit time from the box T l(t) . Since the potential V is boundedon compact domains, the random Schr odinger operator ; =2 + ' (t) ; ), f 0, kfk 1 = 1 beany xed test function. We c hoose a xed r > 0 such t h a t f is supported in T r . We get for l(t) > r , using the Feynman-Kac representation of e ;tHt : 2 , we see that the rst summand in the last sum is negligible as t ! 1 compared to the expected value of the second one. We get, using translation invariance of the Poisson process, Lemma 1.2, and log l(t) t='(t) 
